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Turbuleoce management -by means of grids(*) 

A. CENEDESE, S. IANNETTA, P. MELE and M. MORGANTI (ROME>(!) 

THE usE of devices such as grids, screens, perforated plates, honeycombs, labyrinths, etc. is 
generally adopted in all cases, in which the modification of the turbulence conditions is required. 
The device behaves at the same time as a generator and as a damper of turbulence; following 
Nagib, it may be considered as an o?;erator which modifies the input turbulence (u;).o, (u~)1o, 
(u~) 1a in an output turbulence (u;)out, (u;)outo (u~)oul· With this approach the input turbulence 
must be compared to the output turbulence not only in terms of 11 2

, but also in terms of . the 
power density spectra. While a large number of papers concerns the turbulence behind grids, 
very few consider the modification of the turbulence spectra induced by these devices generally 
used. The present experimental work analyses the behaviour of the turbulence flow through 
a grid. The investigation is mainly devoted to the study of mechanisms of dissipat!on and tur
bulence transfer between different scales. The measurements have been performed by means 
of a laser anemometer system. 

Dla modyfikacji warunk6w turbulencji stosuje si~ og61nie takie urZ(\dzenia, jak siatki, ekrany, 
plyty perforowane, plastry pszczele, labirynty itp. UTZ(\dzenia te zachowujll si~ zarazem jako 
generatory 'i tlumiki turbulencji; za Nagibem mozna je traktowac jako operatory przeksztalca
jl!ce turbulencj~ na wej5ciu (u~),n, (u;).n, (u~).o, w turbulencj~ na wyj5ciu (uDout, (u~)out, (u3)out·· 
Zgodnie z tym podej5ciem turbulencj~ wctiSciowll nalezy por6wnywac z wyj5ciowll nie tylko 
poprzez u'2

, ale r6wniez przez widma g~st<>Sci mocy. Wiele prac zajmuje si~ turbulencjl\ za siat
kami, jednak tylko w nielicznych przypadkach rozpatruje si~ modyfikacj~ widm turbulencji 
wprowadzonCl za pomQCCl takich urZ(\dzen. W niniejszej pracy do5wiadczalnej analizuje si~ prze
plyw burzliwy przez siatk~. Zaj~to si~ w gl6wnej mierze studiami nad mechanizmem dysypacji 
i przeplywu turbulencji; pomiar6w dokonano za pomQCll anemometru laserowego. 

,IlnR MOJlH<i>uKaJ.Um YCJIOBHH Typ6yJieHTH9CTH npHMeWUOTCR TaKHe yCTpOHCTBa, KaK CeTKH, 
3Kpam.I, nep<t>opHpOBilHHbiK IIJlHTbl, ntleJIIUll>Ie COTbi, na6apHHTbl H T. n. 3TH yCTpOHCTBa 
RBJVUOTCSI Tal< reHeparopaMH, KaK ll ,l:leMII<i>epaMH Typ6yneHTHOCTH; COrJiaCHO Hanroy MO>I<HO 
llX TpaK'l'OBaT& KaK oneparopbl npeo6pa3yroi.J.Ule Typ6yneHTHOCTh Ha BXO,l:le (u~)Ja, (u~)Ja 
(u~)ln• B Typ6yHeHTHOCTh Ha BbiXO,l:le (u~)out, (u~)out, (u;)out• CornacHo c 3'nUt no):lXOJlOM 
BXOJlHyiD Typ6yneHTHOCTb CJie):lyeT CpaBHilBaTh C BbiXO):lOH He TOJibKO tlepe3 u'2 , HO TO>Ke 
qepe3 cneKTphi nnomoCTH MO~OCTil. MHoro pa6oT 3aHHMaeTCH zyp6yneHTHOCT&IO 3a ceT
KaMH, O):lHaKO TOJibKO B HCMHOrHX CJiytlaRX paCCMaTpllBaeTCR MO~<i>HI<auHJI cneKTpOB Typ-
6yneHTHOCTH, BBe,l:leHHOR npa noMOII.lH 3THX ycrpoitCTB. B aaCTOHII.le:it 3KcnepHMeHTaJibHOH 
pa6oTe aHaJIH3HPYeTCH Typ6yneHTHoe TetleHile 'tlepe3 CeTKY. B rJiaBHOH Mepe 38HHMaiOTC.a: 
HCCJie,l:lOBaHHRMH MCX8HH3Ma AHCCJU18qQH H Te'tleHH11 Typ6yneHTHOCTH; H3MepeHHR npoBe,l:leHbi 
npH noMOII.lll Jia3epHoro aaeMoMeTpa. 

I 

1. Introduction 

THE usE of grids, screens, perforated plates, honeycombs, labyrinths, etc. is generally 
adopted in all the cases in which the modification of the turbulence conditions is required. 
These devices are often used as turbulence dampers. In fact they are frequently applied 
on the laboratory hydraulic circuits or in the wind tunnel, in order to reduce the turbu-
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lence level. In other cases they are used as turbulence generators, i.e. in the labyrinth 
seals or in experimental studies on isotropic turbulence. 

As a matter of fact the device can behave both as a generator and as a damper of turbu
lence. 

The turbulence production process may be caused by instability of the turbulent shear 
flow or wakes generated by the device or by the boundary layer near the device. The damp
ing process may be caused by the limitation on the transverse components of the velocity 
due to the presence of the rigid walls of the device. Consequently, the energy is transferred 
to smaller scales of motion where it is dissipated by the viscosity. 

There are many experimental and theoretical studies dealing with the turbulence gen
erated by grids (see the bibliography of HINZE [1] and of CORRSIN [2] and the classical 
texts of BATCHELOR [3] and of TowNSEND [4]). In the case of grid-generated turbulence, 
downstream of the grid, several time intervals along the longitudinal coordinate can be 
distinguished. Generally up to about 20 M from the grid (where M is the mesh dimension), 
the intensity of turbulence increases, more or less rapidly depending on the position with 
respect to the rods of the grid. After that the decay of the grid-generated turbulence can 
be divided into three time intervals: the initial interval, the transition interval and the 
final interval. In the initial interval, up to. I 00 + 150 M, the drain energy from the energy
containing eddies to the small eddies in the high wave number dissipative range occurs 
by means of inertial interactions. In the final period, for x/M greater than about 500, 
the viscous effects dominate the whole wave number range. 

All the theoretical studies assume that the turbulence is isotropic and homogeneous. 
With these assumptions it can be found that the decay law is a power law 

where n = 1 for the initial period and n = 5/2 for the final period. 
· Furthermore for the final period the energy spectrum is 

E(k, t) = Ck4 e- 2"k
2
t, 

where k is the wave number,, is the kinematic viscosity and t is the time. The assumption 
of self-preservation in the regions of the equilibrium range and of the energy-containing 
eddy range can be made, but self-preservation can not be obtained in the low wave number 
range. 

Several theoretical formulae for the reduction factors of the spatial variations of the 
mean velocity and for the turbulence reduction factors can be found in the literature [5, 6, 
7, 8]. 

Experimental results [7, 8, 9, 2, 10] show poor agreement between theory and experi
ment. As a matter of fact Hinze remarks-that "one has to be very cautious when results 
of measurements in grid-generated turbulence ~re to be compared with theories derived 
from homogeneous isotropic turbulence". At this point the question arises whether the 
theoretical infonnation derived from the isotropic and homogeneous turbulence are suf
ficient to use or to design these devices as turbulence manipulators. 

It is noteworthy that, as pointed out by LoHERKE and NAGm [11], the theory d<>es 
not take into account the mechanism of generation of new turbulence by the · grid. Further-
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more TsuJ [1 2, i 3] showed that the turbulence downstream of a grid depends on 'the 
upstream turbulence level and ROMICKI [14] showed that it depends on the gradient decay 
as well. Furthermore if the grid-generated turbulence is used in hydraulic channels or . 
wind tunnels, the influence of the circuit walls cannot be neglected after a certain distance 
downstream of the grid. 

For these reasons the NAGJB's scheme [11, 15, 16] is adopted here and the device is 
considered as an operator which modifies the input turbulence in an output turbulence. 
Using this approach the input turbulence must be compared to the output, not only in 
global terms of u' 2 , but also in terms of power density spectra. In a previous [17] experi
mental study the behaviour of the turbulence through grids in a uniform turbulent flow 
channel for one Reynolds number and three mesh dimensions was analysed. In the present 
study the investigation is mainly devoted to the analysis of the modification of the down
stream spectrum of the turbulent velocities with respect to the upstream spectrum for 
several Reynolds numbers and for a greater range of mesh size. 

2. Experimental apparatus 

The experimental apparatus consists of a closed circuit hydraulic channel (Fig. 1). 
Water flows into the measuring channel from a feed tank equipped with a honeycomb 
and a convergent convector. The level of the feed tank can be suitably varied in order to 
obtain different Reynolds numbers. 

The channel has a square cross-section with a 10 cm side D. In the test zone the channel 
walls are made of plexiglass. The first section of the test zone is about thirty D from the 
channel inlet. Preliminary measurements taken at various sections before the measurement 
zone showed that differences in velocity and in the root mean square of u' were negligible. 

The velocity values were obtained by a laser Doppler anemometer installed on a plat
form which could be easily moved in an directions. The measurements were carried out 
by a backscattering procedure. The system was equipped with a frequency shifter, a Brag 
cell, in order to increase the sensitivity and thus to be able to measure very low velocities. 

The spectral distributions functions of the turbulent velocity horizontal component 
u'(t) were determined by means of a spectrum analyser, which uses the Fast Fourier 
Transform. Different time windows were used for a better resolution at low frequencies. 
A spectrum w~ich is obtained as the average of 2560 spectra is used in the analysis. 

3. Results 

The measurements were carried out for three Reynolds numbers of the channel (8,000-
16,000 and 24,000) and for four grids with square meshes the dimensions of which were: 
M= I mm, 2 mm, 4 mm and 12 mm. 

Previously [17], the mean velocity horizontal components U and the R.M.S. Jl' u'2 

at the different sections were measured. Figure 2 shows the diagrams of the values ob
tained for M = 2 mm and Re = 24,000. Immediately downstream of the grid the flow 

l* 
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FIG.· 2. Mean velocity and R;M.S. velocity profiles, V and ~ along the longitudial ~ordinate of the test zone. 
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is very chaotic with frequent and irregular peaks of U and u' 2 • In this zone the .ene(gy is ex
tracted from the mean flow, and converted into turbulent energy with large diffusion and 
dissipation due to viscosity. 

1be values of U and Yu'1. are not here reported because they are not meaningful. 
At a distance from the grid x/D = l, for all the considered grids, the flow appears more 
homogeneous. The diagrams show a very large central zone nqt affected by the presence 
of the walls and a very small lateral zone (about 0.05 D) affected ·by the walls. 

At a distance x/D = 4 the diagram of U and ffz are nearly flat in the central zone. 

For all the considered cases the ratio between the R.M.S. of u' (Yu' 2 ) in this zone and 

the R.M.S. of u' (Yu~2 ) upstream of the grid falls between 0.4 and 0.6. The width of 
the lateral layer affected by the walls increases in the downstream direction. At a distance 
x/D :;:: 13.5, the last available test section, the central zone with ftat diagrams of velocity 
still occupies half a width of the channel. 

In the zone with flat diagrams of velocity the viscous dissipation of energy related 
to the mean values is negligible. So are the production of turbulent energy, extracted 
from the main flow, and the diffusion. That is, in this zone prevails _.a quasi-:equilibrium 

condition, in which also the value.s of V u'2 do not show any variations. . 
For the four grids and...for the three Reynolds numbers, the frequency spectra of tho 

axial horizontal velocity in the four positions, up&tream of the grid, downstream of the 
grid at a distance x/D = 0.18, x/D = 0.4 and x/D = 4 were obtained. 

Each spectrum has been normalized with ~pect to the downstream .spectrum £ 0 ( m), 
in order to be able to analyse how the grid modifies the spectral distribution. The ratio 
E(ro)/ E0(w) is assumccl to be specified by 

E 
-E "-'W, X, U0 , M, D, .,, 

0 . 

where (I) is the frequency, x is the representative coordinate of the dis~ from the grid. 
Ue is the velocity of the mean ftow before the grid. M and Dare the dimensions of the 
mesh and the channel and " is the kinematic viscosity. In dimens.iooaJly:.&omogcneous 
form 

:. =1(0:,~.;. ~.Re). 
Figures · 3a, b, c, d show the values of the ratio E/E0 for all the tested values of Re 

and MID parameters except for the case M= ta mm and x/D = 0.18. This case corres
ponds to a measurement point that is only 1.5 times the dimension of the mesh from 
the grid. In this zone . small displacement of·the .meaSurement point from the axis gives 
very different values of turbulence. 

The grid with M = 12 mm was considered for the following reason. In the previous 
study (17] measurements were carried out for M = . t mm, 2 mm, 4 mm at the same Rey
nolds number. Those experimental results as well as the present ones showed an amplifi
cation of the spectral contributions immediately downstream of the grid for frequencies 
ruM/ U less than 1. Moreover, the previous study showed that the amplifications were 
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very small for frequencies wM I U greater than 1. In this study a greater dimension of 
the mesh was also considered in order to see if this condition is general or limited to small 
M dimensions. 

For all the considered grids and Reynolds numbers the diagrams of the ratio EIEo 
are similar. Immediately downstream, at point xiD = 0.18, the grid produces an amp
lification of the turbulent energy with a maximum falling at a frequency wDI U0 between 
10 and 20. It is noteworthy that for M = 12 mm the value wM I U = 1 shown on the abscissa 
axis is positioned in the high amplification zone. The amplification decreases for low 
frequencies; for wDIU0 < 1 no contributions of the power density spectrum are to be 
expected. 

Moving downstream of the grid the turbulent energy decrea~s and the amplification& 
of the spectral contributions with respect to the undisturbed values rapidly decrease, main
taining a similar shape (with a maximum falling between wDIU0 = 10+20); this zone 

corresponds to that of very large dishomo geneity of U and y' u'2 • 

In the flat velocity diagram zone, xiD = 4.0, there are no appreciable variations of 
the spectra moving toward the x-direction. The spectral contributions in this zone are 
damped with respect to the undisturbed values (upstream of the grid). The damping 
value decreases as the frequency rises. 

At high frequencies the spectral contributions are neither amplified nor .damped, that 
,is, the. spectra. for ·th~se frequencie.s are ·selfapre~rving a~d are not affected by., the presence 
.of the grid. 

For the co~sid~red values, the ratio~ EIEo d~ not seem to ~e gr~ily affectt:d -by ~ 
parameters MID an«:: Re. · .. . 

In fact, their effects might be inclu~ed in the ex~rim~ntal errors . . 

4. Coadusions 

The function of the grid is to extract energy from the mean ftow and convert it into 
turbulence energy in a range of low frequencies, that is, in the large-scale motion. This 
range, which is not very extensive, can be caJied the · energy extraction range. . .. 

The characteristic wave numbers for this range should be the dimensions of the channel 
and of the mesh. The dimension of the channel determines the lowest w.ave ·numbers of 
this range . . No amp1ifieation. for wD I(! < 1 may· be ex~ted (Fig. 4). . . . 

The large-~le .mot!~ns are unsta~le and break into. smaller .scale motions which 
obtain energy from them. As the energy is transferred to smaller and smaller scales, the 
motions become less dependent on the structure of the largest seales. At the .. smaller scales 
of motion only · the rate of the energy dissipation is to be considered; consequently, the 
'turbulent stnkture does not deJ,end upon the nature of the' large-scale motion: . 

From e, the rate of the energy dissiPation and ··v, the kinematic. viscOsity, ·the time 
1 

scale r = (vle)2 can be formed. In the tested zones the energy losses due to the grid are 
'aimost independent of the dimension M~ while they depend on the square of the main 
flow velocity E ~ kvU2• This may expJain why the normalized energy spectrum remains 
similar-with respect to wDjU and not with resj>ect t~ ·~MIU. . 
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FROM THE MAIN FlOW 

~-~--

F10. 4. Simplified behaviour scheme. 

With increasing distance from the grid, the amplification decreases. That is, the increase 
of turbulent energy due to the grid is dissipated without the possibility of being re-in
tegrated. This process occurs · until the zone of the flat velocity diagrams is reached. In 
this zone turbulent energy is neither produced nor dissipated arid the spectra· remain 
almost unvaried with the changina x-coordinates. 

The authors thank Mr. G. Tei (Hydraulics Institute, Rome) who cooperated in 
the experimental apparatus installation. 
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